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Coloring with Regular Polyhedra 
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MIT  
In the first two papers of this series [1, 2], we discussed properties 
of four coloring. The colorings we viewed as maps to OA 3. In this paper 
we show that OA3 (the boundary of tetrahedron) may be replaced by 
the boundary of any regular solid, yielding a theory of coloring com- 
pletely analogous to the theory of four coloring. 
Section 1 introduces these polyhedral colorings and gives their 
elementary properties. Section 2 is about Kempe components. We prove 
that all polyhedral colorings of an even triangulation of the two sphere 
are equivalent. Section 3 is concerned with the degree and number of 
polyhedral colorings. Section 4 is a detailed study of octahedral colorings. 
Octahedral colorings turn out to have a simple algebraic description, so 
many properties may be deduced. Section 5 is concerned with the direct 
limit of all the polyhedral colorings, R(oe) colorings. 
We begin with the definition of the regular polyhedra we shall consider. 
R(2) is the triangle, R(3) is the boundary of the tetrahedron (R(3) 
~A3), R(4) is the boundary of the octahedron, and R(5) is the boundary 
of the icosohedron. Each R(r) has the property that it is a triangulation of
a simply connected space, with every vertex of degree r. There are such 
triangulations for r >~ 6, but they live on the plane, not the sphere. See 
[3] for a construction of these on the hyperbolic plane. 
For each r >~ 3, there is a theory of coloring. We say M has a global 
R(r) coloring if there is a nondegenerate simplicial map of M to R(r). 
Recall that this is an assignment of a vertex of R(r) to each vertex of M so 
that the 3 verticies of a triangle of M are assigned istinct vertices of a 
triangle of R(r). The letter "r" will only be used for describing polyhedra. 
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A local R(r) coloring is defined completely analogously to the local 
(R(3)) coloring given in [2]. We have maps fp: st(p)--~R(r), and 
aut°m°rl6hisms %4 of R(r) such that the following diagram commutes: 
st(p) n st(q) 
y 'q  
R(r) , R(r). 
%q 
An orientable R(r) coloring of M is an assignment of ±1 to the 
triangles of M so that the sum of the values around any vertex is zero 
mod r. Given an orientable R(r) coloring, one can easily check that it 
induces a local R(r) coloring. Similarly, a global R(r) coloring induces an 
orientable R(r)coloring (provided M is orientable). We have a map, 
defined up to conjugacy, 
¢(e): HI(M ) --. aut(r) 
for each local R(r) coloring, where aut(r) is the automorphism group of 
R(r). For instance, aut(3) = S(4). Let aut0(r ) be the orientation pre- 
serving automorphisms of aut(r). This is a normal subgroup and we have 
the following theorem: 
THEOREM 1. Let ~ be a local R(r) coloring. Then 
is global iff Im(¢(a)) = identity, 
is orientable iff Im(¢(c~)) C aut0(r). 
Before we continue with the similarities of polyhedral colorings and 4 
colorings, we should point out the critical difference, aut0(3 ) is the only 
group among the aut0(r ) which is not simple. It is probably this fact which 
makes the four-color problem true. Since edge colorings correspond to 
the normal subgroup of aut0(3), we see why their properties are so hard 
to generalize. 
On the sphere, a triangulation like OA 3 has no R(5) coloring. If a 
triangulation M has an R(2n) coloring, then it is easy to see that every 
vertex must have even degree. 
We can describe polyhedral colorings in terms of singular and non- 
singular edges. If f :  M --+ R(r) is a global coloring, an edge e is singular 
if the two triangles containing it map to the same triangle. Otherwise 
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it is nonsingular. A given assignment of edges into two classes, "singular" 
and "nonsingular" may or may not come from some local R(r) coloring. 
For instance, if every edge is taken to be "nonsingular", then this comes 
from a local R(r) coloring iff the degree of every vertex is divisible by r. 
Let P~ denote the triangulation of the circle with s verticies. If s is 
even, and x a vertex of Ps, let ~ be the vertex of Ps opposite to x (s/2 
verticies away). Let #S be the number of elements in S. 
The study of polyhedral colorings differs for r even and r odd. This 
basic distinction is shown as 
LEMMA 2. Let F: Pa--+ P~ be a nondegenerate simplicial map. Let 
N be the set of nonsingular verticies. Then 
(1) I f  b is odd, deg(f) = a (rood 2). 
(2) (N n f - l (x ) )  = degf. 
(3) (N n f - l (x )  n f - l (g ) )  = 0 if b even. 
I f  b is even, deg(f) can be either 0 or 1. Thus #(N n f - l (x ) )  is 0 for b 
even, but varies for b odd. Later on, we will be interested in 
(N n f- l(x, 2)). This is always 0. 
Proof. deg(f) = #f-l(e) for e an edge of Pb. Thus degf  = 
b • degf  = Y. #f - l (e )  = #f- l (Pb)  = a. The proof of (2) is the same 
as in [1]. (3) follows immediately from (2). 
2. KEMPE COMPONENTS 
In this section we shall define Kempe relatedness for polyhedral 
colorings. We will show that there is only one Kempe component of 
polyhedral colorings of an even triangulation of the sphere. 
I f  ~ and fl are two global polyhedral colorings of M, we say that a is 
Kempe equivalent to fl if there is a region R of M and automorphism cr 
of R(r) such that ~ = fi on M\R and ~ = ~/3 on R. It follows that 
a S = 1, and a fixes an edge. If r is odd, one can easily see that there is 
only one fixed edge; while if r is even there is a cycle of fixed edges (of 
length 4 for r ~ 4, and infinite for r >~ 6). We are not asking that the 
boundary of R be 2-colored by ~, only that its image by ~ is the fixed 
point set of some involution of R(r). I f  r is odd, we just need eR to be 
2-colored. 
As a consequence of Lemma 2, we see that if r is odd, M an 
even triangulation, f a global coloring of M, and p a vertex, then 
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#(f-~(a) ~ st(p) n N)  is even where p is a vertex of R(r) and N is the 
nonsingular edges. Just as in [1] we can prove half of 
THEOREM 3. I f  M is an even triangulation of the sphere, then there is 
exactly 1 Kempe Component of polyhedral colorings. 
For r even, the conclusion follows from part 3 of Lemma 2.1. x and 
are both fixed by an involution of R(2n). 
One can copy, essentially word for word, the theorems on the Steiffel 
Whitney class. We shall not do this here. 
In this section we establish some analogues of our theorems about the 
degree of a local coloring. These results will be true only when r is odd. 
To  see why, consider the case r = 4. We have the identity map 
R(4) ~ R(4), of degree 1, and the 3-coloring map R(4)--~ R(2), of 
degree 0. If  r is odd, we have 
THEOREM 4. Let ~ be a global polyhedral coloring, with r odd, of a 
triangulation M. Suppose M has a map 
f:M--+ A 2. 
if M is a sphere, 
deg c~ = 0, 
(2) otherwise, 6 I deg ~. 
Proof. For case 2, we have the diagram 
M I ,A  s 
R(r) x R(r). 
Here A2 × R(r) is defined in the same way as A2 × 0A~ was. In case r 
is 5, AS × 0.43 is a surface of genus 24. The degree of p can be seen 
to be 6, so we have done (2). The old proof for (1) will not work, for there 
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However, we have that deg(f  I In k(p)) is even, so we have the following 
diagram 
R(2r) 
st(p) ~ R(r) 
by the lifting theorem for covering spaces. Since S 2 is simply connected, 
we can put these together to get 
R(2r) 
S ~ ~ R(r). 
Since r is odd, r >/ 3, so 2r >~ 6. R(2r) is contractable, so degf  = 0. 
Then degf  = (degp) .  (degf) = 0. 
It seems that the number of 4-colorings obeys some divisibility 
properties. Empirically, one sees that the number of 4-colorings of an 
even triangulation of the sphere is divisible by 4. The number of 
icosahedral colorings eem to obey no such pattern. 
For instance, R(4) has 4 icosahedral colorings (r = 5), whereas 
P6*So has 11 icosahedral colorings. 
4. OCTAHEDRAL COLORINGS 
In this section we specialize and consider only octahedral colorings. 
They turn out to have an especially simple structure. The key observation 
is the representation of an octahedral local coloring by an algebraic 
condition. 
Let M be an even triangulation. A Z 2 I-cycle 7 is an octahedral cycle 
if for each vertex p, ~2'y(e) = 0 where the sum is over every other edge 
of St(p). That is, if the edges of st(p) meeting p are e I ,..., e~,  then the 
• . n ~ - - 1  • • 
sum is eather ~i=1 7(e~O or ~o ~(e~i+l). Since 7 is a cycle, both sums 
have the same value. 
LEMMA 5. Octahedral cycles are in 1-1 correspondence with local 
octahedral colorings. 
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Proof. Given a local octahedral coloring, we show that the set of 
nonsingular edges is an octahedral cycle. All arguments are local, so 
assume ~ is an assignment of 3cl to the triangles of st(p) such that 
~(A) = 0 (mod 4). An edge is nonsingular iff the two adjacent triangles 
are both assigned +1 or both --1. I f  we put r(e) = 1(0) iff e is non- 
singular (singular), then r(e) ~ 1/2(o~(A) + c~(A')) where A and A' are 
adjacent to e. Thus the sum of r(e) over every other edge is 
1/2 ~2 a(A) = 0(2), so r is octahedral. The converse is similar and easy. 
We see that octahedral cycles form a Z~ vector space, so we conclude 
that the number of octahedral colorings is a power of 2. The next part 
of this section is devoted to determining the exact power. To do this, we 
introduce a number associated to M,  denoted ~/. We give two definitions 
which may be seen to be equivalent. 
DEFINITION 1. Consider ¢ [M] :H I (M ) + S(3). 
~3 if Im¢= 1 element, 
~7 = 2 if Im ~b has 2 elements, 
~ 1 otherwise. 
DEFINITION 2. Define a graph M e as follows. The verticies of M e are 
the verticies of M. Two verticies p, q of M t are adjacent if there is an edge 
e of M such that lnk(e) = {p, q}. ~ is the number of components of M e. 
I f  ~ = 3, then M has a global  3-coloring. If  ~ = 2, then Im ~ has 
2 elements, say id and (23). In this case, there is one color (1) which is 
global. This corresponds to one of the components of M e . 
In order to study the group of octahedral cycles, we must introduce 
some other groups and several maps between them. Let C i be the Z 2 
vector space on the i-simplicies. The dimension of C,~ is n i ,  with 
n2 -- nl + no -- 2 --  2g, where g is the genus of M. Z 1 is the group of 
1-cycles of M. We have the usual boundary map d: C t ~ Ci_l ,  and Z 1 is 
ker(d: C1-+ Co). The octahedral boundary map 1 ~oot: ZI__ . Co is 
defined as follows. Let p be a vertex of 214, X ~ Z 1 . Let the edges at p be 
el "'" e2~ • Then we put 
eoe*(X)(p) = ~ x(e~i). 
I thank John Morgan for the idea of 0 °et. His suggestions were quite helpful. 
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This is well-defined, as we saw earlier. We have the sequence 
0 ~ oct ~ Zl ~oo~ Co, (1) 
where oct is the group of octahedral cycles and i the inehsion. Sinee the 
sequence is exact at Z 1 , we have the relation 
dim(oct) = dim(Z1) --  dim(Ira ~oet). (2) 
We can take care of one term of (2) immediately, dim(Z1) = n 1 - n o + 1 = 
2n0 + 6g - -  5. Thus,  to study oct, we will study Im 0 °°t. 
There are two other maps we can define, which involve links. They  are 
~.: co-~ z~ 
d,: C 1 --> C o . (3) 
~,(v) is Ink(v), where v is a vertex, and de(w ) is Ink(w), where w is an 
edge. 
The dimensions of the images of the link maps are easy to determine 
and are 
dim(Im d~) = dim(Ira d,) = n o --  7/. (4) 
Suppose x ~ ker((~). Then it is easy to see that X corresponds to a 
Z 2 1-cycle of M e. Conversely, every Z~ 1-cycle of M e gives an dement  of 
ker(~e). Since M e has n I edges, n o vertieies, and ~ components, 
dim(ker d~) = (nl - -  no + 1) + (7/-- 1). 
Since dim(C1) = n l ,  we get dim Im(E~) = no - -  7/. 
Suppose x ~ ker f~.  Then one can see that x is all the points of a 
certain number  of components of M. The number  of different collections 
of components of M is 2", so we have d im(Im ~)  = n o - -  ~/. 
For the rest of this section, we fix a triangle A of M. We see that 
~oot d(A) consists of the three verticies of A. The  following inclusions 
hold: 
Im(de) @ ~oet d(A) C Im ~oet d C Im Ooet. (5) 
The  only inclusion not clear is the first. This  follows from the observa- 
tion that if D and D'  meet in edge e, then ~(e) = Ooot d(D + D'). 
Our goal is to prove equality in (5), obtaining the dimension of 
Im ~oet and, hence, oct. 
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Let us consider A = Co/(Im(ge) @ aoot d(d)). We show that dim(A) ~< 
2 "-1. First, every element of A has a representative in C O which has 
support on d. We see this as follows: Let p and q belong to the same 
component of M e. Then since there is a path in Me joining them, we can 
find an X E C 1 such that f~(X) = p q- q. Indeed, X is just the set of 
edges joining p to q in M. Since each component of M e meets every 
triangle, we see we can get our desired representative. 
Suppose ,/ = 3. Then 0 and aoot d(A) are equivalent representatives 
inA ,  sod imA ~<2 =2 "-1 . 
Suppose 7/ = 2. Then two verticies of A are equivalent in M e, so 
Im(Ye) @ ~oot d(A) has one more element. Thus dim(A) _C 21 = 2 .-1. 
In case r /=  1, all representatives on A are equivalent in A, so 
Im(f~) @ ~oo~ d(A) = C O and dim A = l = 2 "-1. 
From (5), we see that if B = C0/Im 0oot, then dim(B) _C dim(A). We 
next show dim(B) >/2  "-1. 
For ~/ = 1, this is trivial. Suppose ~/ = 2. Let p and q be the two 
verticies of A which are in the same component of M t. We shall show that 
P 6 Im(a°~). Similarly q q} Im ao~, so if r is the other vertex, we will have 
r, p q- q, p + q q- r, 0 are in Im a °ct andp, q, r + p, r q- q are not. Thus, 
we get dim(B) = 2 "+1. r is the global color. Let S be the set of all verticies 
not colored the same as r, and let T be the subgraph spanned by S. I f  
x is a Z 2 cycle, and a°°t(x)(P) = 0, then x n T has an even number of 
edges at P, and conversely. Thus, suppose a°°t(g) = p. Then g n T 
is a graph with exactly one odd vertex-contradiction. 
The  case ~/ = 3 is similar to q = 2 and is omitted. 
We now have that A = B, so we get from (5) the string of equalities: 
Im(Ye) @ ~oct d(A) = Im ~oot d = Im ?oet. (6) 
Every element of Im(~) has an even number of verticies while 
9oot d(A) has an odd number, so we have 
dim Im(~ °ct) = n o -- ~7 + 1. (7) 
Combining this with (2), we get 
dim(oct) = n o + 6g -- 6 + 7/. (8) 
Next, let X be an arbitrary cycle of Z 1 . From the second part of (6), 
we see that there isy  in C2 such that O°ct(dy) = 0°°~(X). Thus X -- dy is 
oetahedral. This proves: 
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THEOREM 6. Every class of Hi(M; Z2) has an octahedral cycle as a 
representative. 
We next concern ourselves with Kempe-like properties of octahedral 
cycles. If a is octahedral and orientable, p a vertex, then if we change to 
the opposite sign all the triangles of st(p), we get a new orientable 
octahedral cycle. In general, we have ~ + lnk(p) is octahedral whenever 
is. We define Ks(M ) to be the group of all octahedral cycles generated 
by links. Thus a ~ Ks iff there are p,..., Pr such that 
= Ink(p1) + ... + lnk(p~). 
We can view this as Im(dp). Thus the dimension of K s is n o -- n. Two 
octahedral colorings ~ and /3 are simply equivalent if we can get one 
from the other by a sequence of changes of links. We see ~ is Simply 
equivalent o fi iff a --/3 e K s . Thus we have the 
THEOREM. The simple equivalence classes form a group isomorphic to 
oct/Ks(M ). The dimension is 6g -- 6 + 2~. This is independent of the 
number of verticies of M. 
5. ABSOLUTE COLORINGS 
It is possible to take the (direct) limit of R(r) as r goes to infinity. 
Consider an orientable R(r) coloring ~. It has the property that 
A ~- ~] ~(A), for A e st(p), is divisible by r. If we let r get very large, we 
see that A must be 0. Thus an orientable absolute coloring is an assign- 
ment of + 1 or --1 to every triangle so that the sum around each vertex 
is 0. A local absolute coloring is a division of edges into singular and 
nonsingular so that locally the division is induced by an orientable 
absolute coloring. We can find a global object R(~) .  It is the unique 
infinite tree of triangles such that every triangle has exactly one other 
triangle meeting each edge. 
I f  M is a triangulation, and n is the largest local degree, then absolute 
colorings and R(n') colorings are the same concept, for n' 3> n. We see 
that 
THEOREM. If M is an even triangulation of S 2, then there is only one 
Kempe equivalence class of absolute colorings. 
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Of course, Kempe relatedness i  defined using a limit. For instance, if 
c~ and ~ are orientable absolute colorings, ~ is Kempe related to ~ if 
there is an R such that ~ = ]~ on M\R, and ~ = --~ on R. 
Every even triangulation of an arbitrary surface M has an absolute 
local coloring, for the local 3-coloring is an absolute coloring. We 
conjecture that M has an absolute orientable coloring as well. 
Absolute colorings on even triangulations of the sphere seem to have no 
properties about their number. For instance, on R(4) and P6*S °, there 
are respectively 4 and 11 absolute colorings. 
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